
Proposed changes for 2020 Urban Areas 

• Adoption of a Housing Unit Density Threshold for Qualification of Census blocks 
o Would use a threshold of 385 housing units per square mile to determine if a census 

block qualifies for inclusion in an urban area. 
 Would replace the use of population density. 
 Roughly equivalent to current 1,000 person per square mile threshold based on 

2.6 persons per household but allows for inclusion of areas with smaller than 
average person per housing unit or seasonal populations. 

 Allows for updates to the extent of urban areas between censuses since 
population is not part of the threshold criteria. 

 This change is necessitated in part by the introduction of differential privacy 
methodology, which (starting with this 2020 census) will attempt to protect 
individual census responses by varying the published population count for a 
census block from the actual counted population. Housing unit counts will not 
be impacted by such a change, but differential privacy might otherwise have 
caused problems for determining whether to include a census block in an urban 
area. 

 
• Qualify Urban Areas Based on a Minimum Threshold of 4,000 housing units or 10,000 persons 

o Current urban area threshold is 2,500 persons (in place since 1910). 
 Better aligns with urban and rural definitions used by other federal agencies and 

with OMB’s definition for a micropolitan statistical area. 
o Also allows for a housing unit threshold to qualify an area as urban, which is not part of 

the current urban area designation. 
o Similarly necessitated in part by the implementation of differential privacy 

methodology. 
 

• Cease Distinguishing Different Types of Urban Areas 
o Any area that meets the new definition (4,000 housing units or 10,000 persons) would 

quality as urban with no differentiation between types of urban areas. 
 Currently, 50,000-person threshold is used to distinguish between urbanized 

areas and smaller urban areas. 
 

• Maximum Distances of Jumps 
o Maximum jump distance would be reduced to 1.5 miles. 

 To facilitate the inclusion of noncontiguous densely developed territory as part 
of an urban area, census has developed a jump and hop concept in the 1950s. 

 “Jump” was increased to 2.5 miles in 2000 census, and this would be a reversion 
back to the jump that was utilized in the decades prior. 

 Concern that increasing the length of a jump resulted in the “overextension of 
urban area territory,” especially when applied alongside the impervious surface 
criteria adopted in 2010 

 
 



• No Longer Include the Low Density Hop or Jump “Corridor” in the Urban Area 
o The low-density territory between the main body of an urban area and an area 

incorporated as the result of a hop or jump will not be included in the urban area. 
 That area is presently included but results in the inclusion of areas of an 

otherwise rural nature and that contain land uses not consistent with the urban 
areas. 

o Will result in noncontiguous urban areas 
 

• No Longer Include Low-Density Territory Located Within Indentations Formed During the 
Urban Area Delineation Process 

o Indentations occur where a low-density census block or cluster of blocks protrudes into 
the main body of the urban area. Currently, the indentations are included in the urban 
area (if certain definitions are met) which in part creates more smooth boundaries. 
 Modern mapping and visualization methods make it less necessary to smooth 

boundaries. 
 

• Splitting of Large Agglomerations of Densely Settled Territory 
o Worker flow (commuting) data from the Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics 

(LEHD) Program would be used to “identify whether the agglomeration represents a 
single functionally integrated region or whether commuting patterns indicate the 
presence of distinct urban areas within the larger agglomeration.” 
 LEHD data would be used in two stages: 

• First stage: Analyze adjacent 2010 Census urban areas based on 
aggregate commuter flows into and out of each urban area. The areas 
will be merged if 50 percent or more of the workers in the smaller urban 
area are working in the larger urban area and 50 percent or more of the 
jobs in the smaller urban area are filled by workers residing in the larger 
urban area. 

• Second stage: Identifying where to split large agglomerations by 
performing “community” detection on the LEHD worker flow data, 
based on the application of the Leiden Algorithm. 

o Agglomerations are contiguous areas of continuously developed urban territory. Census 
Bureau has an automated process that identifies these agglomerations, but they are 
sometimes so large to be of much use (the NY-Philly-Connecticut agglomeration, for 
example, extends from as far south as Vineland, NJ and as far north as Springfield, MA). 


